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Walking beneath the columns of folded fabrics, so high and dense they seem to 
support the aluminum roof of Five Gold Star Market, I ask for the day’s most 
popular pattern.  
“But what is the occasion?” replays auntie Liu.  
“I have none, just an interest in what the people favor.” 
“Well, if you are lucky and have a new born son, this racecar-themed pattern 
is nice and selling very fast. If you have a new born daughter, this kitty print 
from Japan is a favorite. I only have a few yards left. Or are you looking for 
something for your wife?” 
“No wife yet auntie, nor son or daughter... though I hope to have a daughter 
someday.” 




There seems to be a pattern for any occasion. Society seems to produce information to 
back any “truth”. In an era where ​fact​ is so far removed from its source, I am struggling to 
grapple with the credence of any one Opinion. As facts slide to the subjective, so too do social 
values begin to repeat the extravagance of the Hellenists. For the stewards of the classical period 
of ancient Athens, arguably the ancestors of modern democracy, Logic articulated the structure 
of Knowledge, resulting in social patterns that influenced government, culture and economics - 
an episteme that functioned via the laws of Apollo. Yet, time and human nature corroded this 
repetition, and order devolved into the drunken mechanics of his brother, Dionysus. We find 
ourselves in a similar point of slippage. However this time, humans are influencing this classical 
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polar structure, producing ruptures for which to pass through and find the fields of chaos quite 
fecund.  
The classical construct mimics the growth of a tree, where there is a source of origin from 
which knowledge stems. “We’re tired of trees” Deleuze writes, “​We should stop believing in 
trees, roots, and radicles. They’ve made us suffer too much.”  Rather, the structure of a rhizome  1 2
is more reflective of the constructional performance of truth, logic, and knowledge. In every 
direction, they permeate the substrates through layers of coexisting information strata, forever 
reproducing a source in themselves. It is absolutely necessary that a new archaeology of meaning 
be practiced within society to experience and garner empathy for this new multidirectional, 
antigenealogical mapping; for only out of a sympathy of understandings can any form of a 
democratic society maintain itself. Media platforms of all patronages, public to private, have 
dissolved the collective conscience through the subjugation of language and injected society with 
new patterns which masquerade as logic and reverse engineer truths. If society does not perform 




Wordy and conflicted, I concede that I do not make a habit of playing herald, even of my 
own opinions. Hell... I am truly beginning to question if an Opinion is even interesting anymore. 
What matters to me is experience, education from the empirical and sympathy for the unknown. 
1 ​Gilles ​Deleuze and Guattari Félix.  A Thousand Plateaus​ (London: Bloomsbury, 2013) 
2 ​“A rhizome as subterranean stem is absolutely different from roots and radicles. Bulbs and 
tubers are rhizomes” - Gilles Deleuze  
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However, I do find myself in the sixth and final semester of my graduate studies and do 
anticipate finishing. So please, bear with me as I attempt to make my visual world articulate. 
Described above are the worries and obsessions that drive me to use acrid patterns culled from 
society, recall the grid, reduce imagery to silhouettes and reference both cultural and classical 
representations of the mythological. Below, my aim is to pull the curtain back on experiences I 
have lived, where my curiosities lie, practices that break my heart, and how I process through the 




Mythology of the Grid 
From Friedrich Nietzsche’s madman running through the streets, to Roland Barthes’ 
centering of the reader, western society facilitated the death of both ​God  and the ​Author​.  This 3 4
existential search led to the democratization of meaning and turned agency over to the audience. 
Jean-François​ Lyotard’s postmodern spirit inspired incredulity toward institutionally defined and 
funded meta-narratives,  of which feminism, queer theory and post-colonialism were all 5
vanguards against. With the essay, ​Performative Acts and Gender Constitution​, Judith Butler 
redefined gender as a performative act , and in turn, opened the floodgates for artists and 6
philosophers to deconstruct the normative institutions erected since Emanuel Kant dug the 
3 ​Friedrich Wilhem Nietzsche and Peter Fritzsche, ​Nietzsche and the Death of God: Selected 
Writings​ (Love Grove: Waveland Press, Inc. 2013) 
4 Laura Seymour, ​Roland Barthes’ The Death of the Author.​ (​London: Routledg, 2018) 
5 Jean-Francois Lyotard, ​What is Postmodernism? ​(Malden: Blackwell Pub., 2003) 
6 Carole R. McCann, Seung-Kyung Kim, ​Feminist Theory Reader: Local and Global 
Perspectives ​(​New York ; London : Routledge, Taylor & Franics Group, 2017) 
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foundations of modern science. Lyotard argued this activity benefited society through its 
fragmentation of it , and the following revolt, of the individual over institutional norms, has 7
defined the ​episteme​ we currently live in; one where the performance of the individual has been 
misrepresented through normative cultural bodies as aggression.  
However, this inspired revolution has caused collateral damage to be inflicted upon 
language - written, spoken ​and​ visual. It has lost its most natural function. Once used as a 
transparent medium through which empirical data was dispersed, institutional and public 
mitigation of empirical data via subjective language has eroded logics tethering to truth: 
Opinion is Fact 
Celebrity is Commander  
Chaos is Structure 
I see the adulteration of the grid (a normative structure for logic) via cultural institutions as a 
usurpation by subjective grids, i.e. popular patterns. This visual metaphor is the system in which 
I process material. Symbols and colors pulled from society are communal, less selfish than the 
mixing of palettes. By grinding through layered patterns, obscuring and mimicking grids, my 
work presents an effort to mine meaning from the constructs of our era of slippage. A slippage 
where institutional truths slide to subjective truths. Only through investigative archeology can we 








                            ​ Myth of Neil Armstrong. ​2016, ink on paper 
 
I entered the program as a printmaker. I inked up the backs of the cheap 
paper I used to print my photos on, then laid that paper on watercolor paper 
and traced the imagery. It was basically a DIY carbon copy process, but with 
ink and large scale. It was a process of reproduction I experimented with in 
my studio in Beijing during the years immediately before I came to New York. 
After arriving here, the onslaught of news and sheer volume of information 
was overwhelming for senses dormant behind the Great Firewall of China for 
six years. I started questioning the A to B relationship between photo and my 
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prints in ink, and thus, without contemplation, began moving the paper as I 
traced the image on it. I changed to historical photos instead of using the ones 
I took. The ink drawings that were produced were a mitigated representation 




A visual pattern closely follows the protocols of the grid - it is uniform, infinite and flat. 
But where a grid is coldly overt, a pattern distracts us from its true nature as a grid; it has been 
cultured​. In his work ​Mythologies,​ Roland Barthes relays how language is cultured, resulting in 
what he calls a ​mythology of language​.  In Barthes’ diagram below, through cultural subjugation, 8
an original “sign” is obscured by social intervention to produce a new meaning for the original 
sign. Barthes finds no difference between language and images, thus I use the same equation for 
visual signs. Without society’s proper laundering of a sign, the cycle progresses into the 
simulacrum  professed by Baudrillard, and in 9
this ​hyperreality​, all forms of language 
obscure into opaque silhouettes of their 
empirical truths. Yet, what does this system 
of usurpation look like when we change the 
signifier to an emotion or abstraction, such as 
truth, logic, love or brotherhood?  
8 ​Roland Barthes, ​Mythologies ​(New York: Hill and Wang, 1972) 




   ​Four Brothers Signifies Brotherhood. 2018,​ acrylic, cloth on panel 
 




From a distance, ​Jacqueline Humphries​ new works feel like a system - 
uniform, repetitive and endless. Yet as one approaches the expansive canvas, 
the history of layers and use of emojis reveal a gridded system of faulty seems, 
cultural references and subtle inconsistencies. I find these works emblematic 
of the logistical structures that provide armature to contemporary systems of 
knowledge production. I too am interested in logic as an approach but 




For like all myths, [the grid] deals with paradox and contradiction not by 
dissolving the paradox or resolving the contradiction, but by covering them 
over so that they seem to go away. The grid’s mythic power is that it makes 
us able to think we are dealing with logic, while at the same time it provides 
us with a release into fiction.  10
-Rosalind E. Krauss 
 
“The ​Gulf War​ did not take place,” as Baudrillard profoundly wrote.  In 1990, my father 11
was on a boat in the Persian Gulf. I turned three, and then four, without a father. I know the war 
happened. But the ​Gulf War​, the one broadcast to the American public, did not in fact reflect 
what happened firsthand to people in Iraq, both local and foreign, during the course of the war. It 
was a curated fiction for American consumption. When he returned, my father gave me a long 
curved saber, which he assured my mother was “found embedded in a tree.” But to this day, I 
understand the war through its blunt tip. My argument is that there has been a similar mitigation 
10 ​Rosalind E. Krauss, ​The Originality of the Avant-garde and Other Modernist Myths​. 
(Cambridge: MIT Press, 1985) 




from the grid to the pattern. The grid represents an archaic diagram of western rationale. It has 
been obfuscated to create subjective systems of logic - a fictional sense of order and truth. When 
we use a cultured understanding of logic, the argument for “alternative facts” becomes viable, 
befriending autocrats, defending bigots or caging children all find their own patterns of 




Patterns as Knowledge Construction 
I used to teach English to Gioia.  Our classes began when she was 12
just turning four, and we spent around eight hours a week together over the 
following four years. At first, our ability to communicate came from her desire 
to play. I would bounce a balloon and name an animal. Gioia would reach 
and plead in Chinese to have a turn to send the balloon sailing, however, she 
knew the rules, and finally, Gioia began naming the animals she knew in 
English. The repetition of the leaping balloon was as a metronome is to the 
progression of music - it set the pace to the information she absorbed. After a 
year of games, I convinced her parents to let me use TV shows as a tool to 
hear, decipher and repeat words in context. 
12 The family chosen Italian name for the Chinese girl I used to teach  
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Peppa Pig, a British cartoon piglet, would splash in muddy puddles, 
all the while Gioia watched intently, until the video paused. Gioia was piqued 
by the provocation, but understood the game and waited.  
“Where is Peppa?” I would ask.  
“Garden” was the usual, restless response. But the video remained 
paused.  
“You can do better than that.”  





We learn through repetition of simplified symbols of information that help make the 
world more intelligible, and then, are relentlessly redelivered to us. This is a pattern. But 
engagement with these patterns, that is up to the patient. In Gioia’s case, as with most kids, “fun” 
facilitated the pattern. In ​my​ youth, it was the ​Little Mermaid​. I couldn't go to school in the 
morning until I saw Ariel explore the forbidden depths of the sea and defy her father’s wishes. 
Entertained by the colors, songs and talking crab, any subtext was incalculable to me. With 
Gioia, my agency was quite overt; the four-year-old was even quite aware my intent to conjure 
English. And we can pretend Disney’s agenda might solely have been capital gains. But I believe 
the arguments of Deleuze require us to acknowledge and hold accountable, the plateaus of 
information entertainment delivers, especially when it is packaged for children. The natural 
world taught me that crabs do not talk, but the social world, in its current state, still conforms to 
the gender and racial constructs espoused by legions of animated blockbusters. Through sales, 
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we endorse it. Through screenings, we promulgate it. They are patterns in the tapestry of our 
society. At a young age, we are acutely susceptible to the misgivings of institutionalized 
entertainment and capitalist repetition, and too infrequently, the guardians of this stage of 
development forget to scrutinize its author. At face value, these stories are probably harmless, 
but what is not harmless is the fact that these patterns take up space for the real world to educate, 
and thus a subjective reality forms the foundations of our world construction. These patterns 
distract us from the empirical data that truly represents humanity.  
 




Glenn Ligon’s ​Coloring ​series explores this delicate reality. In 2000, the artist presented 
children with coloring books produced for primarily black schools during the 1960s and 70s in 
which historical figures such as Malcom X and Harriet Tubman were depicted. However, 
without institutional demand to keep such heros in context, the students did not recognize these 
figures and felt comfortable depicting them anyway they pleased. When the Walker exhibition 
went up, Ligon expressed that he “[loves]​ children’s drawings because kids’ relationship to 
culture, language, and identity is not yet fixed. They haven’t yet ingested all the rules and 
prohibitions that adults have, so there is no one way that things have to be in their drawings.”​ We 
are also corruptible in our youth, so the protagonists and antagonists that define human nature in 
the narratives we absorb as children are robust. I find the materials and media with which we 
surround our children to be potent. Their influence is calculable. The math, however, is not run 
by me or you, it is most often outsourced, and the current patrons make me hesitate. To think 
how easy it was to nudge Gioia onto a path to English, for children to forget icons of American 
history. Society needs to be far more protective against the normative meta-narratives institutions 




Forever is Today 
Cyanotypes carry with them a builtin narrative; a fantasy of glass 
beakers, antique scales and musky lab coats dancing in the dark with an 18th 
century chemist. They seem so far removed from photography as we 
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experience it - immediate, digital and perfect. They are palpable as 
anachronisms. Historically, they feel to be in bed with the grid.  
 
            ​Privileged Curiosity​. 2019  






So I confess: My works are not often easy on the eye. They require a strong stomach. 
They do not display a sensitive development or conditioning of hue. They are messy. They are 
crowded. They might flick the visual allergies and provoke one to cough. But they are human, 
and in being so, question humanity as we have constructed it. I find more honesty in the 
grotesquely overworked for we must carve and dig through patterns of social constructs to arrive 
at our personal foundation of ethics. In this sense, ethics are an act of creativity; this is both 
horrifying and sublime! All I ask of my viewer, of you, and continually of myself, is to 
investigate through experience. To gnaw on the cords that weave the fabric of society… because 
they are rotten. Morals are a creative act of destruction in which we build knowledge from the 
parables we cull and shred. Whether you “like” Dana Schutz’s painting of Emmette Till or not is 
unhelpful. The reaction it lifted from the community is all that matters. People reaffirmed that 
dear child’s role in the development of a more civil union, and the people must continue to 
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